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Abstract - In this paper, a survey is performed to study

to geometric deformation. Robustness and uniqueness of
proposed hash function are investigated in detail by
representing the histogram shape as the relative relations in
the number of pixels among groups of two different bins. It is
found from extensive testing that the histogram based hash
functions has a satisfactory performance to various geometric
deformation, and is also robust to most common signal
processing operations thanks to the use of Gaussian kernel
low-pass filter in the preprocessing phase.

more about different techniques used to detect the image
forgery. These methods are either based on global or local
features. There is another method Robust Hashing for Image
Authentication using P# and Local features. Here the hash is a
combination of global and local features of an image. Four
types of image forgeries, removal, insertion, and replacement
of objects, and unusual color changes can be identified by this
method. Threshold value determines the authenticity of the
image. Hash performance is measured by the distance metrics.
This method can be used to detect tampering image.

In [2],Kozat et al. propose a new hashing algorithm
employing transforms that are based on SVD (singular value
decomposition).This algorithm construct a secondary image
derived from the input image. From the secondary image we
extract the final features which can be used as a hash value. In
this paper we use spectral matrix invariants as embodied by
singular value decomposition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today most of the people began to use different image
processing techniques to make changes in the images for
different purposes. Since it is not easy to differentiate with
original image and processed images. The processing of
images are called image forging. To identify such images
different methods are developed. Image hashing is one of the
methods for image authentication. In this method a hash
value is developed for every image we created. If an image is
processed, even one bit of change in the input will change
the output hash. The original image and processed image
cannot be easily differentiated by humans but they will have
small difference in the hash value generated. Hence the
changes occurred can be identified. If one image has large
difference in the hash value of another image, then they are
not related. Sometimes image forgery leads to cybercrimes.
So it is important to detect and avoid image forging.

In [3], V.Monga et al. propose the use of non-negative matrix
factorization(NMF)for image hashing. This work is motivated
by the fact that standard-rank reduction technique such as
QR, and SVD, produce low rang bases which don’t respect the
structure of original data.
In [4], Tang et al. firstly the image re-scaled to fixed size and
low-pass filtering is performed to produce a normalized
matrix. The normalized matrix are pseudo randomly rearranged to generate a secondary image, and then NMF is
performed on it to generate robust image hash. Similarity
between hashes is measured by hamming distance tampering
can be detected by comparing hamming distance with
predetermined threshold.
In [5] M. Tagliasacchi et al, propose an image hashing
algorithm based on compressive sensing principles which
solves both the authentication and the tampering
identification problems. The content user receives the image
and uses the hash to estimate the mean square error
distortion between the original and the received image.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In recent years, many researchers have proposed many
image hashing methods. These methods can be classified into
two types: space domain methods and transform domain
methods. Methods used in the space domain include
histogram [1], singular value decomposition(SVD) [2], nonnegative matrix factorization(NMF) [3-4] and random
projections[5].Transforms used for generating image hashes
include discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [6-7], discrete
cosine transform (DCT) [8], Radon transform [9], FourierMellin transform [10].

In [6], propose a method of decouple image hashing into
feature extraction (intermediate hash) followed by data
clustering (final hash). For any perceptually significant
feature extractor, we propose polynomial-time heuristic
clustering algorithm that automatically determine the final
hash length needed to satisfy the distortion.

Xiang et al. [1] propose a robust image hashing method based
on the fact that the shape of an image histogram is invariant
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In [7], a wavelet-based hashing scheme is proposed, which
can tackle robustness, security and tamper detection issues.

algorithm

In [8], digital watermarks have been proposed for
authentication of both audio data and still images and for
integrity verification of visual multimedia. The watermark
depends on a secret key and the original image. A special
image digest functions are used that return same bit for the
images derived from an original image and different bit for
completely different images.
Wu et al. [9] propose a print-scan resistant image hashing
method based on Radon and wavelet transform. The Radon
transforms an image to its luminance distribution, before the
wavelet extracts the relationship of the different areas from
luminance distribution.
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In [10], propose a new algorithm for generating image hash
based on Fourier transform features and controlled
randomization. The robustness of image hashing is
considered as hypothesis testing problem and to evaluate the
performance under various image processing operations.
In image processing, Zernike moments (ZMs) are widely
used in many occasions because of their orthogonal rotation
invariant features. Zernike moments are proposed by Zernike
firstly in [11], and has been studied extensively ever since.
Zernike moments have been most widely used in extracting
the region based shape features of an image. In most of the
research the magnitude of Zernike moments are used and the
phase is ignored. In [12], Li et al. propose a new shape
descriptor combining bolt magnitude and phase coefficients
of ZMs, which is invariant to rotation

3. COMPARISON TABLE
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Image forgery is one of the major problems in nowadays.
There are different techniques to identify the original image
from two similar images by using image hashing. It is
necessary to produce robust and secure image hashes. For
that different techniques like wavelet based hashing, Zernike
moments, Polynomial time heuristic clustering algorithm etc.
are used. In addition, further study is needed to enhance the
robustness to more content-preserving manipulation and
sensitivity of hashes to tampering in small regions involving
fine details.
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